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What A Mother Won't Do For Her Son...
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"I never knew I had an arm until this guy called out, "Hey you want to try and get a ball in the hole, sonny?"
I was only nine, but mom said, "come on, let's play." This Carney guy with no teeth and a fuming cigarette
hands me five blue rubber balls and says if I throw three in the hole we win a prize. He's grinning, because
he took mom's five bucks and figures a sucker is born every minute. That really got me, because we didn't
have any money after Fernando took off, and he only comes back to beat up mom and steal our money. So I
really wanted to get mom back something, you know, for her five bucks."

A boy with a golden arm but no money for lessons. A mother who wants to give her son his dream before
she dies. A broken down World Series pitcher who cannot go on after the death of his wife. These are the
elements of The Pitcher. A story of a man at the end of his dream and a boy whose dream is to make his high
school baseball team. In the tradition of The Natural and The Field of Dreams, this is a mythic story about
how a man and a boy meet in the crossroads of their life and find a way to go on. You will laugh and you
will cry as The Pitcher and Ricky prepare for the ultimate try out of life.
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From reader reviews:

Andre Roberts:

In other case, little persons like to read book The Pitcher. You can choose the best book if you want reading
a book. Given that we know about how is important the book The Pitcher. You can add understanding and of
course you can around the world by a book. Absolutely right, simply because from book you can learn
everything! From your country till foreign or abroad you will find yourself known. About simple point until
wonderful thing you are able to know that. In this era, we are able to open a book or searching by internet
device. It is called e-book. You can utilize it when you feel bored to go to the library. Let's read.

Beth Murray:

Here thing why this specific The Pitcher are different and trustworthy to be yours. First of all reading
through a book is good nevertheless it depends in the content than it which is the content is as scrumptious as
food or not. The Pitcher giving you information deeper and different ways, you can find any e-book out there
but there is no publication that similar with The Pitcher. It gives you thrill looking at journey, its open up
your eyes about the thing this happened in the world which is maybe can be happened around you. You can
bring everywhere like in area, café, or even in your technique home by train. For anyone who is having
difficulties in bringing the published book maybe the form of The Pitcher in e-book can be your substitute.

Lourdes Tyner:

Playing with family in a park, coming to see the sea world or hanging out with good friends is thing that
usually you have done when you have spare time, after that why you don't try thing that really opposite from
that. Just one activity that make you not feeling tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you have
been ride on and with addition associated with. Even you love The Pitcher, you may enjoy both. It is
excellent combination right, you still want to miss it? What kind of hangout type is it? Oh seriously its mind
hangout guys. What? Still don't buy it, oh come on its identified as reading friends.

Steve Henry:

A lot of people said that they feel bored when they reading a reserve. They are directly felt that when they
get a half areas of the book. You can choose the particular book The Pitcher to make your own personal
reading is interesting. Your own personal skill of reading skill is developing when you including reading.
Try to choose basic book to make you enjoy to learn it and mingle the idea about book and reading through
especially. It is to be very first opinion for you to like to wide open a book and examine it. Beside that the
book The Pitcher can to be your friend when you're sense alone and confuse in doing what must you're doing
of this time.
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